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Outlines 
•  Managing Cultural Heritage in Electronic Environment 

•  Manuscripts, historical records, museum materials  

•  From Archives, Libraries and Museums 

•  Newly talking concepts convergence and interoperability but still 
need more steps 

•  Main problems are consensus and technical integration 

•  Some examples OAC, Europeana, ECAI 

•  Some technical standards EAD, METS, MARC21, SPECTRUM, 
EDM (Europeana), LIDO, ATHENA, CARARE 

•  World is going to economic integration where is the culture 
organizations? 

•  Where is Turkey in these developments? 



•  Developing Electronic Archival/Records 
Management System  

–  Formal communication systems  

–  Business transactions 

–  National/international standards,  

–  Legal regulation 

–  Expectations!!! 

•  Integrations with e-government applications,  
Trustworthy, Interoperable, Accesible, Reliable 
electronic systems for formal communication and 
business transaction 

•  Structure of ERMS /EA 

–  Transforming  

–  Creating a model.  

Current Chanlenges  



Periphery of Information Management 



Important points 

•  One of the most important parts of developing electronic systems for 
cultural heritage resource is to shown by research on international 
conditions.  

•  In these circumstances observing practices, getting information 
about the systems, learning from bad and good experiences , 
investigating international good practices, guidelines and 
standards are  important  

•  As part of the literature review studies fundamental information on 
the basis of managing cultural heritage in electronic environment 
were gathered.  



Methodology 
•  As part of metadata mapping information was gathered from 

–  Online Archive of California, the Electronic Cultural Atlas Initiative; 
Europeana; and the Library of Congress Finding Aids  

–  As international examples and, from the organizations in Turkey, the State 
Archive of Turkey; the National Library of Turkey; the Anatolian Civilization 
Museum; the Hatay Archeology Museum; and the Ministry of Culture and 
Tourism.   

•  The problem was that the datasets of the electronic cultural 
resources in Turkey need to be revised.  

•  Datasets have to be prepared with the idea of efficiency of 
information discovery, integration of different resources, long 
term preservation of resources and copyright management rather 
than focusing on local descriptions of resources or processes. 



International and Local 
Examples that Evaluated 

•  International 
–  OAC 
–  ECAI 
–  LC Finding Aids 
–  ESE - Europeana 
–  LIDO 

•  National  
–  The State Archive of Turkey  
–  National Library of Turkey 
–  Anatolian Civilization Museum 
–  Hatay Archeology Museum  
–  Ministry of Culture and Tourism Logbooks 



Your Archives (TNA) 

“Your Archives is an exciting and accessible 
resource that enables anyone to share their 
knowledge of Britain's rich archival heritage 
and to reuse historical information in a way 
that has not previously been possible.”   
(http://yourarchives.nationalarchives.gov.uk/) 

 

Some Developments in Information Profession 
More content than formal systems 
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Museum 2.0 = Web 2.0 and Museums 

•  Museum 2.0: blog that started in November 2006 (by Nina Simon) 

•  Main goal: to explore the ways that the philosophies of Web 2.0 can 
be applied in museums to make them more engaging, community-
based. 

 
•  Web 2.0 technologies à static content of museums is transformed 

to dynamic platforms (content generation and sharing is enhanced 
by the visitors-users). 

 
•  Web 2.0 à opens up new opportunities, demonstrating at the same 

time their weaknesses.  



Printed and electronic  documents, books and 
other materials are helping us for imagination 

but we need now real pictures 



Freedom of Information 
•  Information had been chained behind the walls (not refer to 

Umberto Eco)…libraries 

–  Electronic environment broken down the walls (not refer to 
Pink Floyt ) 

•  But information in printed and electronic materials is still 
captivated in the pages 

•  How to release information from the walls and pages 

•  Transferring the information where it belongs to, the time it 
has been, to the real World in fuzzy reality 































What? 
Who? 

Where? 



Cloud-based	micro-services	for	metadata	enrichment	and	capture:		
• Where	

•  Geo-loca:on		
•  Historic	Place	Names	service	
•  Geo-coding	applica:on	

• What	
•  Vocabulary	service	
•  Vocabulary	matching	service		
•  Background	linking	service	

Enriching records 



•  Core infrastructure to aggregate the 
metadata from our partners and provide to 
Europeana: 

•  MINT 
o  Metadata mapping and ingestion 

•  MORe aggregator framework  
o  Metadata	harves:ng,	valida:on	and	enrichment	
o  User-friendly	interface	for	data	providers	

Aggregator  



Sample Cloud Ecosystem 





National Examples from Turkey 























Comparison  
•  Dataset examples of Turkey have only specific description about 

resources or processes that do not match the international examples 
are focusıng on access.  

–  For examples datasets of reign, reason issued from Archive, DVD no from 
Manuscripts, registration condition, registration date, registration degree, archival 
type, raw material, where it was found, raw material, excavation number, front and 
back side information of objects from Museum; transferring way/date, buying price, 
expecting price from Registry.   

•  On the other hand some general datasets in the International example 
are not used by the Turkish examples such us  

–  ‘identifier’ in Museums, ‘title’ in Archives, Museums and Archeology Inst., ‘subject’ 
in Archives, Museums, Archeology Inst., ‘type’ in Archives, Archeology Inst., 
‘format’ and ‘contributor’, except from manuscripts, no copyright information in all 
Turkish examples.  



Discussion  

•  In one way it is understandable no language information except 
from manuscript.  

•  All examples from Turkey describes source as where the object was 
found not the organizations that holds on it. 

•  In general it seems that Turkish dataset examples were developed 
with an object oriented perspective and do not show any logical 
hierarchy relation information with other resources and 
repositories.  

•  The Turkish examples mostly describes the processes as part of 
the bureaucratic procedures rather than technical perspective of 
information retrieval and information seeking behaviors of users.   



Discussion-2  

•  Besides it should be considered that the models in electronic 
environment have to have some special features different from 
printed environment.   

•  As a first step working on interoperability of the systems and the 
processes would be getting easier of integration issues.  

•  Than it may be helpful to create general datasets matching 
between international and local examples.  

•  It is not the meaning that Turkish examples have to use one system 
as a model for all content.  



Results 

•  It should be able to represent the local needs and specifications 
on the datasets together with the expectations of the international 
standards and platforms.      

•  On the other hand usage of datasets should be flexible and open 
to narrowing and expansion in each datasets depend on the type of 
resource.  

•  For example date of the archeological objects should include 
excavation date, transferring to museum date, object date etc. or 
some object cannot have any creator information.   



As e result of metadata 
mapping and literature 
review, following datasets 
are driven as a suggestionas 
a metadata model on 
electronic cultural sources 
in Turkey. 

A Sample Metadata Sets of Electronic Cultural 
Resources in Turkey	
Identifier	
Title	
Creator	
Date(s)	
Description	
Language	
Subject 	
Type	
Publication / Excavation	
Format/ Physical Description	
Relations	
Copyright	
Coverage 	
Provenance	
Geographical Coverage	
Provider 	
Data Provider	
Concept Label	
Administrative and technical metadata	



Conclusion 
•  Each local cultural resource should be considered as part of the 

World property 

•  Integrated platforms are still local, regional or limited 

•  Need more effort for developing metadata models proper to all 
resources in narrower and broader sense 

•  Turkish metadata examples that are mostly object or process 
oriented should be re-conconsidered. 

•  Organizations and individuals should be encouraged for sharing 
their content. 

•  We have to create our new Googles for accesing cultural resources 
with different dimensions.  
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